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The Other Car Workers
2006-07-12

the maritime car carrier industry has been entirely neglected by social scientists this
book examines globalization changes in cost structure and dynamics in ownership freight
labour and other markets in technological innovation and ship design and in relation to
car manufacturers ship management companies and crewing agents

Certifying Workers for Adjustment Assistance
1977

the book is a first rate social history of automobile workers in the pre union era i
wish that i had written it stephen meyer university of wisconsin parkside this book is
a comprehensive history of automobile workers in the pre union era it covers changes in
the kinds of workers who staffed the auto factories developments in the labor process
and in overall conditions of work daily life outside the factories informal responses
of workers to routinized monotonous and highly structured work and automobile worker
unions before the creation of the united automobile workers although the 1920s were
seen at the time as a period of peaceful and cooperative labor relations author joyce
peterson looks beneath the surface to discover the many ways in which auto workers
expressed their displeasure with and attempted to fight against working conditions the
book also examines the briggs strike of 1933 the first strike to significantly register
the impact of the great depression upon the automobile industry and to mark the end of
the pre union era the automobile industry was a model of twentieth century mass
production techniques of managerial organization and of labor relations studying
automobile workers in their historical and social setting explains a great deal about
the nature of modern industry how it affects the daily life and work of employees and
how workers see themselves as individuals and members of a working class

Marital and Family Status of Workers by State and Area
1978

this book originally published in 1967 takes the automobile industry experience as a
basis for a wider view of industrial relations trends and developments of the 1950s and
60s the study also analyses the emergence of new institutions and systems of labour
management relationships it contains chapters on the effects of automotion and
technical change on the impact of fluctuations in the market for cars and on wage
trends there are detailed surveys of some of the biggest post war disputes and
especially of trade union organization the shop steward system the experience of
individual firms such as austin ford and fiat there is also a comparative survey of
labour relationships in other major car manufacturing countries such as the usa germany
and japan

American Automobile Workers, 1900-1933
1987-01-01

describes 250 occupations which cover approximately 107 million jobs
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Occupational Hazards to Young Workers
1942

historically filipina o americans have been one of the oldest and largest asian
american groups in the united states in this pathbreaking work of historical
scholarship dorothy b fujita rony traces the evolution of seattle as a major site for
philippine immigration between world wars i and ii and examines the dynamics of the
community through the frameworks of race place gender and class by positing seattle as
a colonial metropolis for filipina os in the united states fujita rony reveals how
networks of transpacific trade and militarism encouraged migration to the city leading
to the early establishment of a filipina o american community in the area by the 1920s
and 1930s a vibrant filipina o american society had developed in seattle creating a
culture whose members including some who were not of filipina o descent chose to pursue
options in the u s or in the philippines fujita rony also shows how racism against
filipina o americans led to constant mobility into and out of seattle making it a
center of a thriving ethnic community in which only some remained permanently given its
limited possibilities for employment the book addresses class distinctions as well as
gender relations and also situates the growth of filipina o seattle within the regional
history of the american west in addition to the larger arena of u s philippines
relations

Labour Relations in the Motor Industry
2017-07-06

today surveillance and regulation of employees are pervasive at all levels except the
highest in a wide variety of american workplaces digital information systems have
become important tools of managerial control the constraints built into these systems
by so called business process reengineering are a continuation of scientific management
principles developed during the late 19th century additional means of control have
included employment based welfare capitalism and human relations and corporate culture
approaches this book provides fresh insight into various practices of managerial
control from the 1880s to the present and their effects on work organization and
quality and worker skill requirements the author highlights current developments
including those focused on highly skilled knowledge workers accounting for enhanced
automation offshoring and related changes in the production and distribution of goods
and services

Occupational Outlook Handbook
1982

this book throws light on legal and courtroom processes and procedures encouraging
readers to see involvement with the courts as a positive element of their practice
rather than something to be afraid of by encouraging social workers to develop the
skills to perform confidently in the court environment they will be better able to
support service users faced with court involvement this guide is presented within an
integrated framework of law and social work and gives a unique opportunity to demystify
courtroom and legal procedures and to identify the skills required of social workers
involved in court work
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The Car Worker
1914

a trenchant account of an unacknowledged driver of inequality and wage stagnation in
america the failure of antitrust law to prevent the consolidation of employers who use
their market power to suppress wages since the 1970s americans have seen inequality
skyrocket and job opportunities stagnate there are many theories of why this happened
including the decline of organized labor changes in technology and the introduction of
tax policies that favored the rich a missing piece of the puzzle is the consolidation
of employers which has resulted in limited competition in labor markets this should
have been addressed by antitrust law but was not in how antitrust law failed workers
eric posner documents the failure of antitrust law to address labor market
concentration only through reforming antitrust law can we shield workers from employers
overwhelming market power antitrust law is well known for its role in combatting
mergers price fixing arrangements and other anticompetitive actions in product markets
by opposing these practices antitrust law enhances competition among firms and keeps
prices low for goods and services less well known antitrust law also applies to
anticompetitive conduct by employers in labor markets which pushes wages below the
competitive rate yet there have been few labor market cases or enforcement actions and
almost no scholarly commentary on the role of antitrust law in labor markets this book
fills the gap it explains why antitrust law has failed to address labor market
concentration and how it can be reformed so that it does a better job essential reading
for anyone interested in fighting economic inequality how antitrust failed workers also
offers a sharp primer on the true nature of the american economydlone that is
increasingly uncompetitive and tilted against workers

American Workers, Colonial Power
2003-03-04

dangerous dana is a mystery suspense thriller about a young gorgeous caribbean woman
living in new york who gets revenge by killing people living a secret double life as a
murderer dangerous dana involves chasings fistfights chokings stalkings arrests jail
time prison time and a series of murders dana is not the kind of person who goes around
looking for trouble but if it happens to come her way or any member in her family s way
she will become a psychopath and respond with violence dana fights like a boxer and is
very well known for breaking people s bones when she fights she believes in fighting
fire with fire is she a savior or is she a psycho is she a vigilante or is she a
homicidal maniac

Managerial Control of American Workers
2017-02-27

preface introduction part one waiting 1 making cars remaking people 2 searching for a
new deal part two the union arrives 3 the breakthrough 4 recognition 5 delivering the
goods part three normal isn t normal anymore 6 the other sixties 7 the candy man s gone
part four towards a new unionism 8 breaking away 9 the more things change the more they
change again 10 building is everything suggested readings
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Social Security for Members of the Clergy and Religious
Workers
1999

how productivity culture and technology became emblematic of the american economic
system in pre and postwar germany the concept of productivity originated in a
statistical measure of output per worker or per work hour calculated by the us bureau
of labor statistics a broader productivity culture emerged in 1920s america as henry
ford and others linked methods of mass production and consumption to high wages and low
prices these ideas were studied eagerly by a germany in search of economic recovery
after world war i and decades later the marshall plan promoted productivity in its
efforts to help post world war ii europe rebuild in productivity machines corinna
schlombs examines the transatlantic history of productivity technology and culture in
the two decades before and after world war ii she argues for the interpretive
flexibility of productivity different groups viewed productivity differently at
different times although it began as an objective measure productivity came to be
emblematic of the american economic system post world war ii west germany however
adapted these ideas to its own political and economic values schlombs explains that
west german unionists cast a doubtful eye on productivity s embrace of plant level
collective bargaining unions fought for codetermination the right to participate in
corporate decisions after describing german responses to us productivity schlombs
offers an in depth look at labor relations in one american company in germany that icon
of corporate america ibm finally schlombs considers the emergence of computer
technology seen by some as a new symbol of productivity but by others as the means to
automate workers out of their jobs

Courtroom Skills for Social Workers
2007-06-28

publishes in depth articles on labor subjects current labor statistics information
about current labor contracts and book reviews

The Electrical Workers
1983

new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new york herald
tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across
the country with award winning writing and photography covering everything from
politics and food to theater and fashion the magazine s consistent mission has been to
reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself while
celebrating new york as both a place and an idea

Social Security for Members of the Clergy and Religious
Workers
1977

sol dollinger s remembrance of uaw s early days are juicy and provocative his recall of
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those goofy internecine political battles within the union is tragic comic yet they
united even though hollering at each other made gm ford et al recognize the union the
sequence involving genora johnson dollinger the heroine of the 1937 sit down strike is
deeply moving and inspiring studs terkel should be read by every labor person who takes
the principles of trade union history seriously brings the history of the uaw up for a
new survey of the events to include the men and women who would otherwise be unsung
heroes or written out of history totally david yettaw president uaw buick local 599
1987 1996 this story of the birth and infancy of the united auto workers told by two
participants shows how the gains workers made were not easy or inevitable not automatic
but required strategic and tactical sophistication as well as concerted action sol
dollinger recounts how workers especially activists on the political left created an
auto union and struggled with one another over what shape the union should take in an
oral history conducted by susan rosenthal genora johnson dollinger tells the gripping
tale of her role in various struggles both political and personal

National workers' compensation standards act of 1979
1980

the purpose of this book is to highlight contemporary changes in the world of work and
employment by exploring the importance of the informal economy in western europe and
the united states the book examines the myriad of ways in which individuals households
and communities turn to informal economic activities in order to achieve some level of
economic security in precarious economic environments madeleine leonard also
illustrates the continued ambiguous nature of work and the ever changing boundaries
between formal and informal economic activity

How Antitrust Failed Workers
2021-08-13

considers propriety of teamsters union agreements loans and mutual aid pacts with
allegedly communist controlled international union of mine mill and smelter workers

DANGEROUS DANA
1999-03-18

china s workers wronged highlights the struggles and challenges faced by china s
workers during the country s dramatic economic rise the book is based on 88 interviews
with chinese workers conducted in recent years by china labor bulletin executive
director han dongfang for rfa

The Canadian Auto Workers
1995

this new edition gives a clear and up to date picture of how the children act 1989 is
working all chapters have been updated with the latest case law legislation and
guidance
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Bulletin of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics
1932

seeking to historicize the 2007 2009 great recession this volume of essays situates the
current economic crisis and its impact on workers in the context of previous abrupt
shifts in the modern day capitalist marketplace contributors use examples from
industrialized north america south america europe asia and australia to demonstrate how
workers and states have responded to those shifts and to their disempowering effects on
labor since the industrial revolution contributors argue factors such as race sex and
state intervention have mediated both the effect of economic depressions on workers
lives and workers responses to those depressions contributors also posit a varying
dynamic between political upheaval and economic crises and between workers and the
welfare state the volume ends with an examination of today s great recession its
historical distinctiveness its connection to neoliberalism and its attendant
expressions of worker status and agency around the world a sobering conclusion lays out
a likely future for workers one not far removed from the instability and privation of
the nineteenth century the essays in this volume offer up no easy solutions to the
challenges facing today s workers nevertheless they make clear that cogent historical
thinking is crucial to understanding those challenges and they push us toward a
rethinking of the relationship between capital and labor the waged and unwaged and the
employed and jobless contributors are sven beckert sean cadigan leon fink alvin finkel
wendy goldman gaetan heroux joseph a mccartin david montgomery edward montgomery scott
reynolds nelson melanie nolan bryan d palmer joan sangster judith stein hilary
wainright and lu zhang

Trade Adjustment Assistance for Workers
1982

traces trends in workers compensation since 1960 with particular reference to the state
of rhode island addresses effects of deregulation and other changes in insurance
pricing arrangements assesses benefit adequacy vs affordability measuring employers
cost etc

Productivity Machines
2019-10-01

informal workers and collective action features nine cases of collective action to
improve the status and working conditions of informal workers adrienne e eaton susan j
schurman and martha a chen set the stage by defining informal work and describing the
types of organizations that represent the interests of informal workers and the lessons
that may be learned from the examples presented in the book cases from a diverse set of
countries brazil cambodia colombia the dominican republic georgia liberia south africa
tunisia and uruguay focus on two broad types of informal workers waged workers
including port workers beer promoters hospitality and retail workers domestic workers
low skilled public sector workers and construction workers and self employed workers
including street vendors waste recyclers and minibus drivers these cases demonstrate
that workers and labor organizations around the world are rediscovering the lessons of
early labor organizers on how to aggregate individuals sense of injustice into forms of
collective action that achieve a level of power that can yield important changes in
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their work and lives informal workers and collective action makes a strong argument
that informal workers their organizations and their campaigns represent the leading
edge of the most significant change in the global labor movement in more than a century
contributors gocha aleksandria georgian trade union confederation martha a chen harvard
university and wiego sonia maria dias wiego and federal university of minas gerais
brazil adrienne e eaton rutgers the state university of new jersey mary evans rutgers
the state university of new jersey janice fine rutgers the state university of new
jersey mary goldsmith universidad autónoma metropolitana xochimilco daniel hawkins
national trade union school of colombia elza jgerenaia labor and employment policy
department for the ministry of labour health and social affairs republic of georgia
stephen j king georgetown university allison j petrozziello un women and the center for
migration observation and social development pewee reed ministry of commerce and
industry republic of liberia sahra ryklief international federation of workers
education associations susan j schurman rutgers the state university of new jersey vera
alice cardoso silva federal university of minas gerais brazil milton weeks devin
corporation

Career Guide to Industries
1994

special edition of the federal register containing a codification of documents of
general applicability and future effect with ancillaries

Monthly Labor Review
2002-05

workers compensation subrogation continues to change and adapt as trial lawyers prod
its weak points and capitalize on confusing areas of the law there have been numerous
changes in workers compensation statutes and case law in many states since the last
edition this edition includes an exhausting survey and detailed explanation of the
crazy status of employer contribution in illinois which includes a step by step
exposition of how contractual indemnity and the kotecki cap play a role in expanded
employer liability in illinois workers compensation subrogation cases it covers the
many nuances of naig and reverse naig settlements under minnesota law including an
analysis of who has what burdens of proof and the effect such a settlement has on the
remaining third party case tried to a jury in light of the landmark missouri court of
appeals decision in robinson v hooker the liability of co employees in missouri and
surrounding states have been covered in greater detail the concept of co employee
liability for acts which are intentional or committed outside of the course and scope
of employment has been added in several states new case law and explanations were added
to the texas chapter with regard to subrogating against um uim policies including
arguments with regard to the efficacy of um uim exclusionary policy language and the
ability to subrogate against a um uim policy actually issued by the same carrier
insuring for workers compensation coverage west virginia completely revised their
subrogation statute and created a new statute relating to the statutory employer status
of primary contractors and subcontractors on construction sites limiting when and how
primary contractors can become legitimate third parties for purposes of subrogation
chapter 7 contractual limitations to subrogation has been completely overhauled to
include new statutes and case law for every state to assist practitioners in
determining the law applicable when there is an alleged applicable waiver of
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subrogation which might otherwise destroy subrogation a new chapter 12 has been added
which focuses on jurisdiction of workers compensation third party actions taking a
broad look at 28 u s c 1441 which prohibits removal of cases arising under state
workers compensation laws a carrier now has the ability to prevent cases from being
removed from favorable venues in state court to less favorable federal court venues an
attractive option for plaintiffs attorneys with whom subrogated carriers can negotiate
with for stipulations and concessions on their subrogation interests in exchange for
maintaining a case in state court this edition also expands on which states do and do
not hold workers compensation to be primary combined with more than 100 new case
decisions this fifth edition is the most complete and up to date edition yet workers
compensation subrogation is the most complete and thorough treatise covering workers
compensation subrogation ever published there are very few areas in which the laws of
each state vary more and are applied as differently then in the area of workers
compensation subrogation this book is intended to introduce the workers compensation
claims handler in house counsel and subrogation professionals to some of the more
esoteric and complex subrogation issues encountered in today s workers compensation
insurance subrogation marketplace it covers the following issues in all 50 states
allocating third party recoveries attorney s fees borrowed servant doctrine conversion
of workers compensation liens costs and expenses dual capacity doctrine equitable
subrogation contribution exclusivity rule barring action against employer how to
calculate your credit advance and how it is applied in each state intentional acts
joint ventures made whole doctrine as applied to workers compensation subrogation
necessity of intervention lien reduction statutes staff leasing services and temporary
employment agencies statutory subrogation rights subrogating against um uim benefits
subrogating in medical malpractice cases subrogating in legal malpractice cases waivers
of subrogation who qualifies as a third party other workers compensation subrogation
related issues in addition to being an excellent primer on workers compensation
subrogation suitable for both the new subrogation professional and the seasoned veteran
the book also contains a detailed synopsis of the workers compensation subrogation laws
in each of the 50 states it is a must for anyone with multi state subrogation
responsibilities complete with diagrams references and thousands of footnotes this is
the most ambitious workers compensation subrogation project ever undertaken the
following issues and topics are covered in detail for each of the 50 states statutory
subrogation rights identifies the statutory authority for workers compensation
subrogation in that state discusses the purpose legislative intent of the statute is an
election necessary by the worker who can bring a third party action plaintiff carrier
employer or all of the above when and must a third party action be brought what are the
rights of a carrier to intervene in an existing third party action filed by a worker
will a worker s compensation carrier s subrogation interest be barred if not brought
timely third parties who can be sued as third parties in a third party action can a co
employee be sued and under what circumstances can an uninsured underinsured carrier be
a third party under the laws of that state is there a dual capacity or borrowed servant
doctrine which somehow affects the ability of a worker s compensation carrier to
effectively subrogate what is the state s workers compensation bar are there any
specific restrictions regarding subrogation against a subcontractor or an employee of a
subcontractor in a construction situation under what circumstances can the employer be
sued can a carrier subrogate to the benefits of a recovery in a legal or medical
malpractice action allocation of third party recovery how and when does the carrier
recover its subrogated interest does the carrier recover past benefits only or also the
present value of future benefits which it owes under the workers compensation act of
that state is there a formula used to determine how a third party recovery is allocated
what happens to the total recovery and how is it applied can a carrier recover benefits
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paid by a third party or recovered in a third party action which relate to loss of
consortium or non economic damages such as pain and suffering mental anguish or
punitive damages does the employer s negligence reduce the recovery by the worker or
carrier attorneys fees costs can the plaintiff s attorney recover attorneys fees and or
costs out of the carrier s subrogated recovery and under what circumstances how are
attorneys fees and costs handled if the carrier is also represented by subrogation
counsel intervenes into the third party action and actively represents its interest
what if the carrier isn t represented can a plaintiff s attorney recover attorneys fees
based on the value of past benefits only or will he be able to recover attorneys fees
based on the future benefits credit recovered by the carrier must a carrier bear its
proportionate share of expenses as many states require and what does that really mean
credit advance can a carrier take a vacation from paying workers compensation benefits
once a worker makes a third party recovery how is the credit calculated under state law
does the carrier have to do anything special to obtain the credit such as filing with
the workers compensation commission does the carrier get a credit toward future
compensation benefits it owes or does it actually get to collect the present value of
the future benefits it owes and still be obligated to pay the scheduled benefits in the
future statutes of limitation what are the applicable statutes of limitation or
statutes of repose that may be applicable to third party subrogation actions related
subrogation issues are there any other issues or statutes which affect a worker s
compensation carrier s right of subrogation such as the made whole doctrine common fund
doctrine or anti subrogation statutes are there any lien reduction statutes such as
those existing in indiana which affect a worker s compensation carrier s right of
recovery does the state have any no fault laws which complicate workers compensation
subrogation involving an automobile accident such as exist in michigan and colorado
what are the carrier s options if the worker and his attorney simply refuse to repay a
worker s compensation carrier s lien after settling a third party action if the worker
fails to repay the carrier is there a cause of action for conversion of a carrier s
subrogation interest or may the carrier still proceed against the third party
tortfeasor to recover its subrogation interest

Occupational Mental Health Notes
1970-06

Occupational Outlook Quarterly
1988

New York Magazine
1991-04-15

Not Automatic
2000-05
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War Emergency Construction (housing War Workers)
1920

Employment Problems of Older Workers
1966

Invisible Work, Invisible Workers
1998-10-07

Relationship Between Teamsters Union and Mine, Mill and
Smelter Workers
1961

China’s Workers Wronged
2016-09-09

Equal Treatment of Craft and Industrial Workers, 1977
1977

Law for Social Workers
2012-12-13

War Emergency Construction (housing War Workers):
Organization, policies, transactions
1919

Workers in Hard Times
2014-02-15

Workers' Compensation
2001
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Informal Workers and Collective Action
2017-04-03

Code of Federal Regulations
1975

Workers' Compensation Subrogation In All 50 States - Fifth
Edition
2012-04-01
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